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BRUSSELS/WASHINGTON: US Commerce Secretary
Wilbur Ross will urge the European Union to lower its
trade barriers, which are unfair to US farmers and indus-
try, Donald Trump said yesterday.

Firmly rejecting that view, the European Commission
accused the US president of “cherry-picking” data to
twist what has become an increasingly fractious transat-
lantic debate.

The EU is seeking to be exempted from planned US
import duties of 25 percent on steel and 10 percent on
aluminum, but says Washington has not made clear how
the exemption process works.

Trump said in a tweet on Saturday the United States
was ready to drop its tariffs if the EU lowered its “horrif-
ic” rates on US products. Yesterday, he tweeted that Ross
would be speaking with EU representatives about elimi-
nating “large tariffs and barriers”

“Not fair to our farmers and manufacturers,” he said.
Representatives from the Department of Commerce did
not immediately respond to queries on the content or
timing of those discussions. The Commission said it
expected to be in contact with Washington over the met-
als tariffs this week, but that no formal talks had been
scheduled. It was still hoping for a clearer indication
about the exemption process.

It also said Trump was “cherry-picking” particular tar-

iffs to highlight differences, and maintained average tariffs
were very similar on each side of the Atlantic - 3 percent
for products into Europe and 2.4 percent for those enter-
ing the United States.

The US tariff for cars, at 2.5 percent, was lower than
the EU rate of 10 per-
cent, but its rate of up to
25 percent on trucks was
higher. The Commission
spokesman also pointed
to US import duties of
up to 48 percent on
shoes, 12 percent on tex-
tiles and 164 percent on
groundnuts.

“Cherry-picking par-
ticular tariffs in one cate-
gory, like looking just at
car tariffs on both sides,
misses the whole picture,
while not taking into account lower levels on other prod-
ucts does not give an accurate picture of tariffs in gener-
al,” a Commission spokesman said.

“The EU market is one of the most open in the world
and if anyone starts throwing stones, it’s better first to
make sure he is not living in a glasshouse.” The EU, he

said, preferred dialogue, but was continuing its prepara-
tions for a “firm and proportionate” response.

The EU has been talking with partners about a legal
challenge at the World Trade Organization to Trump’s
plan and is considering safeguards to prevent steel and

aluminum, diverted from
the United States, flood-
ing into Europe.

It has also lined up
2.8 billion euros of US
products, from maize to
motorbikes, on which to
impose tariffs so as to
“rebalance” trade flows.

Trade ‘bullies’ 
The EU said Europe

would not waver against
trade “bullies” as a row
with US President

Donald Trump over controversial steel and aluminum
tariffs deepened. The jab from Brussels came after the
US tycoon singled out Europe in the surging trade row,
threatening to tax German cars if the European Union
doesn’t lower barriers to US products.

Trump’s threat was part of a dispute sparked by his

announcement of tariffs on steel and aluminum imports,
although the “America First” Trump administration has
said it will consider exceptions and has already spared
Mexico and Canada. The announcement of duties of 25
percent on imported steel and 10 percent on aluminum
has stung the EU, coming as a surprise to US allies and
to many in Washington. “In some places trade has been
to blame for the pains of globalization or they used it
as a scapegoat or they think we can live behind walls
and borders,” European Trade Commissioner Cecilia
Malmstroem said at a trade conference in Brussels.

“Recently we have seen how it is used as a weapon
to threaten and intimidate us. But we are not afraid, we
will stand up to the bullies,” she said. Brussels has
pushed back the hardest against Washington’s shock
measures, loudly announcing a list of US products-
including peanuts and motorcycles-it could hit with
countermeasures. 

Dialogue ‘prime option’ 
In revealing those measures, European Commission

head Jean-Claude Juncker taunted Trump, saying the
EU could match “stupid with stupid.” Other trade part-
ners, including Japan and China, have also voiced
anger and pledged retaliation if the US tariffs are
enacted as expected on March 23. —Agencies
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Trump: Ross will talk to EU on tariffs
WASHINGTON DC: In this file photo, US President Donald J Trump greets Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross as he arrives in the chamber of the US House of Representatives to deliver the State of the Union address  in Washington, DC. —AFP
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ISTANBUL: Taxis are parked near Istanbul courthouse as taxi drivers
demonstrate against ride-sharing firm Uber prior to the second hear-
ing of a lawsuit opened against the transport company by the United
Taxi Drivers Association yesterday. —AFP

Angry Istanbul
taxi drivers seek 
to block Uber
ISTANBUL: An Istanbul court yesterday began hearing
a case against Uber brought by the city’s taxi drivers
seeking to have the ride-hailing app blocked, as ten-
sions mount in Turkey over its popularity. The suit
brought by the main association representing taxi driv-
ers for Istanbul is the latest legal headache for the fast-
growing but controversial Uber which has already seen
its license withdrawn in London. Dozens of taxi drivers
held a noisy protest outside the main courthouse in
Istanbul where the case was heard, brandishing plac-
ards including “we don’t want the global thief”.
Lawyers for the Taxi Drivers Association told the court

they wanted the app blocked in the city. The court said
it would wait for a report from the association and
adjourned the next hearing until June 4.

‘Ready for anything’ 
Tensions over the growing popularity of Uber have

spread in Turkey, in some cases resulting in violence.
On Saturday, shots were fired at an Uber vehicle in
Istanbul’s Kucukcekmece district but the driver was
unhurt. Uber drivers have also received false calls from
people pretending to be passengers who then beat
them up, according to a report in the Turkish newspa-
per Haberturk last week. Eyup Aksu, the head of the
main taxi drivers guild in Istanbul, slammed Uber as
“pirates” and warned that the taxi drivers were ready
to act if decisions went against them.

“If the judiciary takes a contrary decision then our
patience is sapped.  Taxi drivers are ready to do any-
thing for their bread,” he said outside the courthouse.
Taxi drivers gathered at the court threw bottles of

water at vehicles they suspected of being driven by
Uber drivers, the Dogan news agency said.

Business troubles 
The yellow taxis of Istanbul form the transport back-

bone of the city, with some 18,000 vehicles helping
move commuters and tourists in a megapolis where
public transport can be patchy. Some complain Istanbul
taxi drivers can be abrasive and prone to ripping off
tourists. But most drivers, who usually rent their car
from the license holder, are doing their best to earn a
living honestly in a tough city. Taxi drivers around the
world have complained that Uber has made inroads
into their business but the company’s biggest trouble
has been in London where Uber lost its license over
criminal record checks for drivers. It is still allowed to
operate in the British capital pending an appeal.  New
chief executive Dara Khosrowshahi is seeking to clean
up the company’s reputation worldwide after replacing
ousted co-founder Travis Kalanick last year. —AFP


